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Motivation and Biological Context
Chemical reactions occur on many timescales. And while those happening within
femtoseconds can feasibly be simulated by quantum mechanical calculations, those that reach up
to micro-, milli- or even full seconds can not. Force�eld-based molecular mechanics (MM) gets us
into the microsecond timescale, but can not execute reactions. Even if it could, some reactions
would still be inaccessible to our sampling due to their low rate.

KIMMDY skips ahead in time by querying possible reactions about their rates and choosing a
reaction based on kinetic Monte Carlo. It then adjusts the topology and coordinates of the
system according to the reaction results and continues the MD simulation. This allows us to
bridge timescales and simulate trajectories that would otherwise be inaccessible.

Our speci�c use case is on bond rupture reactions in collagen, the most abundant mammalian protein. As the protein
that provides structure and stability to our connective tissue, collagen is exposed to mechanical stress. The mechano
radicals resulting from homolytic bond cleavage can propagate through the �brillar structure through Hydrogen Atom
Transfer (HAT).
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Physics

Initialize System
The initial state of the system is given by its topology and coordinates that are typically generated
by equilibration with MM Molecular Dynamics (MD).

Calculate Rates
Molecular dynamics simulations are used to
sample con�gurations of our system. From
these con�gurations, different events (reactions)
are possible. According to transition state theory,
the minimum energy path between two minima
can be used to obtain the energy barrier of an
event  (Andersen, Panosetti, and Reuter
(2019)). Usage of the Arrhenius equation leads to
the reaction rate constant  and thus

the reaction rate . The fundamental premise
of chemical kinetics (Gillespie (1977)) states that
the probability that reaction k takes place in the
time interval [t,t +  t ] is .
Given time-varying reaction rates, an  can
be found such that 

.
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To describe the time evolution of a chemical system in the stochastic simulation formalism, it is crucial
to know a) which reaction takes place next and b) when that is.

The classical rejection-free KMC algorithm uses the sum of rates  and uniform
random numbers ,  for both tasks. Using , a reaction  can be found such that

, which is equivalent to choosing from reactions  with the kth
reaction having probability . The time step  is equivalent to drawing
an exponential random variable with parameter .

u1' ~ Uniform(0,a0) 
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Execute Event
Once an event has been selected, the topology and coordinates of the system need to be updated.
This includes placing atoms at their �nal coordinates and adjusting the velocities of a hydrogen that has
just undergone a HAT to match its new heavy atom binding partner. Before advancing the production
simulation, a relaxation is performed. This can include localized changes in the case of HAT or global
movements for more disruptive events such as bond rupture.

KIMMDY Reaction 
plugin 1

Implementation

Initialize System
KIMMDY is con�gured via a yaml �le whose options are merged with
the defaults and started via the kimmdy command. In here, a user may
specify the MD step to be performed and the reactions to be
evaluated. The de�ned MD simulations and reactions are used to create
a sequence of tasks that �ll the Task queue.

From the yaml �le, a con�g class is initialized which can be requested
by our modules. For example, information required by GROMACS for the
MD simulation, like the location of the force �eld or mdp �les to use, or
�les needed by a reaction are also speci�ed here.

All �les are tracked when they get created by a KIMMDY run. The
most recent �le of a given type can easily be requested to ensure the
right �les are chosen for consecutive steps.

# kimmdy.yml
dryrun: false
out: 'out�dir
ff: 'amber99sb�star�ildnp.ff'
top: 'topol.top'
gro: 'npt.gro'
idx: 'backbone.ndx'
plumed:
  dat: 'plumed.dat'
  distances: 'distances.dat'
equilibration:
  mdp: 'eq.mdp'
production:
  mdp: 'pull�f1500.mdp'
reactions:
  homolysis:
    edis: 'edissoc.dat'
    bonds: 'ffbonded.itp'
  dummyreaction: default
  hat:
    model: default
sequence:
  - equilibration
  - mult: 2
    tasks:
      - production
      - reactions
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Calculate Rates
Depending on your system of interest,
different events (reactions) have to be
considered in the KMC step. Thus,
KIMMDY is designed to be extensible
with new reactions via a simple python
plugin architecture. All a new reaction

needs, is a way of returning rates for possible reactions and the corresponding changes that need to be
performed on the topology on acceptance. The interface is formalized such that reaction plugins have
to contain a subclass of our Reaction abstract base class. A class method returns rate calculations in the
form of a ReactionResult object.

Current reaction plugin examples are the bond rupture reaction (homolysis), which estimates transition
state energies with a simple bond stretching potential. Other reactions require more sophistication. Once
a bond is ruptured, the remaining radicals can “jump” via Hydrogen Atom Transfer (HAT), for which
you want to head over to the poster of Kai Riedmiller to see his Machine Learning solution for rate
prediction.

Select Event
To select a single reaction out of all possible ones, the ReactionResults are �attened and the
cumulated rates calculated. A random number is used to determine the chosen rate based on the
selection criterion. The recipe that belongs to the chosen rate is passed on to the next step.

Execute Event
A reaction returns a recipe of changes that are executed by KIMMDY KIMMDY comes with modules to
perform arbitrary modi�cations of the topology. A recipe is any composition of the two basic
operations:
breaking a bond or forming a new bond.

For example, to homolytically break the bond indicated in bold magenta, followed by a HAT of the nearby
hydrogen 8 from 7 N to 5 C (dashed line), we perform the following operations:

KIMMDY performs the necessary changes to all parts of
the topology such as bonds, angles and (im-)proper
dihedrals.

Introducing radicals into the system leads to con�gurations
for which no parameters exist in most force �elds. We
provide a way of automatically adding or modifying
parameters in places where radicals are created. This is
done by explicit patching rules or on the �y parametrisation
through a speci�cally trained espaloma (Wang et al. 2022)
model.

The ideal coordinate relaxation scheme depends on the
reaction. Currently, slow growth simulations and an atom
placement algorithm are implemented.
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